Reconstitution of membrane proteins into lipid-rich bilayered mixed micelles for NMR studies.
This paper describes a study undertaken to assess the possibility and practical consequences of reconstituting integral and peripheral membrane proteins into bilayered discoidal mixed micelles ("bicelles") composed of dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine and smaller amounts of either CHAPSO or short-chain phosphatidylcholine. The amphiphilic assemblies in these mixtures are uniquely suited for use in NMR structural studies because they can be magnetically oriented with experimentally-tunable system order. The first step of this study was to test about 15 membrane-associating polypeptides and proteins for their ability to interfere with magnetic orientation of the bicellar assemblies. A variety of results were obtained ranging from no perturbation to a complete disruption of orientation. Second, the suitability of bicelles as mimics of natural bilayers was tested by reconstituting diacylglycerol kinase, an integral membrane enzyme. The kinase was observed to be functional and completely stable for at least 24 h when incubated at 38 degrees C in bicelles. Third, the NMR spectra from a number of bicelle-reconstituted proteins were examined. In some cases, 13C NMR resonances from reconstituted proteins were extremely broad and asymmetric. In other cases, resonances from reconstituted proteins were moderately broad, but much less so than resonances from proteins reconstituted into multilayers oriented by mechanical methods. In the cases of two surface-associating proteins (cytochrome c and leucine enkephalin), oriented sample 13C NMR spectra of extremely high resolution were obtained. For these proteins it was also demonstrated that the experimentally variable order of the bicellar assemblies could be exploited to provide a means of screening for detergent-specific structural perturbations, for making spectral assignments, and for measuring chemical shift anisotropies and dipolar couplings. Taken as a whole, these results indicate that bicelles may be uniquely and effectively employed as model membranes to facilitate NMR structural studies of many, but not all, membrane proteins.